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Abstract
Optical Burst Switching (OBS) has recently been proposed as a candidate architecture for the next generation optical Internet.
Several challenging issues remain to be solved to pave the way for the OBS vision. Contention arises in OBS networks when two
or more bursts are destined for the same wavelength, and a wide variety of reactive contention resolution mechanisms have been
proposed in the literature. One challenging issue in OBS is proactively controlling the traffic flowing through the OBS network
so that the network does not stay in a persistent state of contention, which we call the congestion avoidance problem. Another
challenging issue is the need for service differentiation, which is common today in electronically switched networks via the use
of advanced buffer management and scheduling mechanisms. However, such mechanisms cannot be used in OBS networks due to
the limited use, or total absence, of buffering. One of the popular existing approaches to service differentiation in OBS networks
is the use of larger offset times for high-priority bursts which, however, increases the delays and may adversely affect application-
level performance. In this paper, we propose a feedback-based rate control protocol for the control plane of the OBS network to
both address the congestion avoidance and service differentiation issues. Using this protocol, the incoming traffic is dynamically
shaped at the edge of the OBS network in order to avoid potential congestion in the burst-switched core. Moreover, the traffic
shaping policies for the low and high priority traffic classes are different, and it is possible using the proposed protocol to isolate
high-priority and low-priority traffic almost perfectly over time scales on the order of a few round-trip times. Simulation results are
reported to validate the congestion avoidance and service differentiation capabilities of the proposed architecture.
c© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Optical Burst Switching (OBS) has recently been
proposed as a candidate architecture for the next gener-
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doi:10.1016/j.osn.2006.01.001ation optical Internet [1]. The central idea behind OBS
is the promise of optical technologies to enable switch
reconfiguration in the microsecond/millisecond range,
therefore providing a near-term optical networking
solution with finer switching granularity in the optical
domain [2]. At the ingress node of an IP over OBS
network, IP packets destined for the same egress node
and with similar quality of service (QoS) requirements
are segmented into so-called bursts, which are defined
as a collection of IP packets, whereas IP packet re-
assembly is carried out at the egress OBS node.
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signalled out of band (e.g., over a separate wavelength
channel) as a Burst Control Packet (BCP) and processed
in the electronic domain. We assume the Just Enough
Time (JET) reservation model [1], in which each
BCP has offset time information that presents the
traversed OBS node with the expected arrival time of
the corresponding burst. The offset time, on the other
hand, is adjusted at each OBS node on the way to
account for the processing/switch configuration time.
When the BCP arrives at an OBS node toward the
egress node, the burst length and the arrival time are
extracted from the BCP and the burst is scheduled in
advance to an outgoing wavelength upon availability.
Contention happens when multiple bursts contend for
the same outgoing wavelength, and is resolved by either
deflection or blocking [3]. The most common deflection
technique is in the wavelength domain; some of the
contending bursts can be sent on another outgoing
wavelength channel through wavelength conversion [4].
In Full Wavelength Conversion (FWC), a burst arriving
at a certain wavelength can be switched onto any
other wavelength towards its destination. In Partial
Wavelength Conversion (PWC), there is a limited
number of converters, and consequently some bursts
would be dropped when all converters are busy
despite the availability of free channels on wavelengths
different to the incoming wavelength [5]. Other ways
of deflection-based contention resolution are in the time
domain by sending a contending burst through a Fiber
Delay Line (FDL), or in the space domain by sending
a contending burst via a different output port so as to
follow an alternate route [1]. If deflection cannot resolve
contention using any of the techniques above, then a
contending burst is blocked (i.e., data is lost) whose
packets might be retransmitted by higher layer protocols
(e.g., TCP).
Contention resolution policies are considered to
be reactive approaches, since they are invoked after
contention occurs. There is a vast amount of literature
on contention resolution methods for OBS networks,
but most of them break down in the case of heavy
network load and may suffer from severe losses. A
persistent state of burst contention in OBS nodes
leading to burst losses is referred to as congestion.
An alternative proactive approach to reduce network
congestion is by controlling either the rate of traffic
injection into the network [6] or by changing the route
of the burst [7] so that congestion does not arise. In [8],
a feedback-based congestion avoidance mechanism
called SFC (Source Flow Control) is introduced. In this
proposed mechanism, OBS core nodes send explicitmessages to the edge nodes to reduce their transmission
rates on congested links by measuring the load at their
output ports. In [9], the intermediate nodes report the
burst loss information to all edge nodes so that they can
adjust their burst injection rates to control the network
load.
The differentiated services model, adopted by the
IETF, serves as a basis for service differentiation in the
Internet today [10]. However, class-based queueing and
advanced scheduling techniques (e.g., Deficit Round
Robin [11]) that are used for service differentiation
in IP networks cannot be used in OBS domains due
to the lack of optical buffering with current optical
technologies. It would be desirable to develop a
mechanism by which operators can coherently extend
their existing service differentiation policies in IP
networks to their OBS-based networks as well. For
example, if the legacy policy for service differentiation
is based on packet-level strict priority queueing,
then one would desire to provide a service in the
OBS domain that would mimic strict priority-based
service differentiation. A popular approach for QoS
differentiation in OBS networks is to assign sufficiently
large extra offset times to high-priority bursts, which
then increases their probability of successful reservation
at the expense of increased blocking rates for low-
priority bursts, thereby providing a method for service
differentiation [12]. The drawback of this approach
is the increased end-to-end delays that may not be
tolerated by some high-priority applications and the
sensitivity level of isolation between service classes
to the underlying burst assembly policy [13]. Another
proposal for QoS differentiation is based on the
dynamic allocation of resources (e.g., wavelength
channels, FDLs) to high- and low-priority traffic so
as to provide preferential treatment for high-priority
traffic [14]. The efficiency of such a scheme strongly
depends on the adaptivity of the resource allocation
mechanism to the actual traffic load distribution and
the partitionability of existing resources. Ref. [15]
maintains a usage profile for each traffic class at the
OBS nodes and implements a preemptive wavelength
reservation algorithm to ensure QoS. In [16], the burst
assembly procedure and the transmission of a BCP are
allowed to be processed in parallel through the so-
called Forward Resource Reservation (FRR) scheme,
and the flexibility in launching epochs of BCPs is used
as a means of delay-based service differentiation. In
the alternative active dropping approach of [17], low-
priority bursts are intentionally dropped using loss rate
measurements to ensure relative loss differentiation.
Ref. [18] describes two mechanisms, namely early
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two mechanisms to support absolute QoS in terms of
loss rates in OBS core nodes.
In this paper, we propose a control-plane feedback
architecture for connection-oriented OBS networks for
both congestion avoidance and service differentiation.
The proposed architecture is based on the explicit-rate
distributed control mechanism used for ATM networks,
for example the ERICA algorithm [19]. In this
architecture, we propose that Resource Management
(RM) packets, in addition to BCPs, are sent through
the out-of-band control channel to gather the available
bit rates for high- and low-priority traffic using
a modification of the Available Bit Rate (ABR)
mechanism in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
networks [20]. Core OBS nodes, on the other hand,
calculate an effective capacity off-line for each of their
OBS interfaces based on their contention resolution
capabilities. These nodes then employ an online
explicit rate algorithm to allocate this effective capacity
dynamically in a max–min (maximum–minimum) fair
fashion to the high priority OBS connections using that
particular link. The remaining capacity, if any, is then
allocated again using the max–min fairness principles
to low-priority OBS connections. Such a resource
allocation mechanism is said to be prioritized max–min
fair. Finally, the explicit rate fields of RM packets
are written appropriately by the core nodes on their
way from the destination back to the source. Receiving
back the RM packets with information on these two
explicit rates for each OBS connection, a scheduler
at the ingress node is proposed for arbitration among
high- and low-priority bursts destined for different edge
nodes. The overall architecture, called Differentiated
ABR (D-ABR), provides several contributions to the
existing literature:
• D-ABR addresses congestion avoidance and service
differentiation within the same unifying architecture;
• service differentiation is achieved without having to
use large offset times for high-priority traffic;
• service differentiation is achievable even in case of
un-partitionable resources, e.g., a single wavelength
system;
• the congestion avoidance capability of the proposed
architecture moves congestion away from the OBS
domain to the edges of the network, where buffer
management to cope with bursty traffic is far easier
and less costly.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is
devoted to the proposed congestion avoidance and
service differentiation architecture for OBS networks.In Section 3, we present the results of our simulation
studies using a variety of traffic and topology scenarios.
We conclude in the final section.
2. Differentiated ABR (D-ABR) architecture for
OBS networks
We envision an OBS network comprising edge
and core OBS nodes connected via optical links. An
optical link between two OBS nodes is a collection of
wavelengths that are available for transmitting bursts.
We also assume a number of wavelength channels
for the control plane between any two nodes. We
assume that the control plane is free of contention.
Incoming client packets (e.g., IP, ATM, etc.) to the
OBS domain are assumed to belong to one of the two
classes, namely High-Priority (HP) and Low-Priority
(LP) classes. For the data plane, ingress edge nodes
assemble the incoming client packets on the basis of
a burst assembly policy (see, for example, [21]) and
schedule them for transmission toward the edge-core
links. We assume a number of tuneable lasers available
at each ingress node for the transmission of bursts.
The burst de-assembly takes place at the egress edge
nodes. In this paper, we concentrate on a connection-
oriented OBS network, in the sense that bidirectional
Virtual Connections (VC) are established at the control
plane between each source–destination pair for carrying
control-plane packets (e.g., BCP, RM, etc.). The optical
bursts, on the other hand, follow the same path as their
corresponding BCP packets. The bidirectional path that
the bursts will follow in the data plane is called a Virtual
Lightpath (VL). The offset-time between the burst and
its BCP that is required for switch setup is ignored
in this paper, since we capitalize only on the D-ABR
protocol and its performance in this study. Studying
D-ABR with the realistic case of non-zero offset times is
left for future research, although we believe that, when
the offset times are much smaller than the propagation
delays, then their effects will be marginal on system
performance. However, such effects remain to be seen
in local or regional networks, for which this assumption
may not be valid. We also assume that the core nodes do
not support deflection routing but have PWC and FDL
capabilities on a share-per-link basis [22].
The proposed architecture has the following three
central components:
• off-line computation of the effective capacity of
optical links;
• D-ABR protocol and its working principles;
• architecture for the edge scheduler.
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For an optical link, its corresponding Effective
Capacity (EC) is the amount of traffic in bits/s (b/s)
that can be burst switched by the link while meeting
the desired QoS requirement in terms of burst blocking
probabilities. We propose that an effective capacity is
assigned to each of the interfaces (or links) of the
OBS node on the basis of its contention resolution
capabilities. For effective capacity calculations, we
assume an asynchronous (i.e., unslotted) node with a
number of OBS interfaces. We assume that the OBS link
of interest has K wavelength channels, each channel
capable of transmitting at c b/s. Given the burst traffic
characteristics (i.e., burst interarrival time and burst
length distributions) and a QoS requirement in terms of
a desired burst blocking probability Ploss, our first goal
is to find the EC of this optical link, for which we first
need a burst traffic model. In our study, we propose that
the effective capacity is to be found on the basis of a
Poisson burst arrival process with rate λ (bursts/s), an
exponentially distributed burst service time distribution
with mean 1/μ (s), and a uniform distribution of burst
wavelengths. Once the traffic model is specified and the
contention resolution capabilities of the optical link are
given, one can use off-line simulations (or analytical
techniques, if possible) to find the EC by first finding
the maximum λmax that results in the desired blocking
probability Ploss, and then setting EC = λmaxc/μ.
We note that improved contention resolution
capability of the OBS node also increases the effective
capacity of its optical links. We study two contention
resolution capabilities in this paper, namely PWC and
FDL. In PWC, we assume a wavelength converter bank
of size 0 < W < K dedicated to each output link. Based
on the model provided in [5], a new burst arriving at the
switch on wavelength w and destined to output line k:
• is forwarded to output line k without using a
Tuneable Wavelength Converter (TWC) if channel w
is available, else
• is forwarded to output line k using one of the free
TWCs in the converter bank and using one of the free
wavelength channels selected at random, else
• is blocked.
An efficient computational procedure based on block-
tridiagonal LU factorizations is given in [5] for finding
the blocking probabilities in PWC-capable optical links,
and therefore the EC of an optical link can be obtained
very rapidly in bufferless PWC-capable links. Besides
wavelength conversion, we optionally use FDLs in
our numerical experiments for contention resolutionFig. 1. The general architecture of the OBS node under study.
purposes. We study the case of L FDLs per output
link, where the i th FDL, i = 1, 2, . . . , L, can delay
the burst by bi = i/μ s. The burst reservation policy
that we use is to first try wavelength conversion for
contention resolution and, if conversion fails to resolve
contention, we attempt to resolve it by suitably passing a
contending burst through one of the L FDLs. To the best
of our knowledge, no exact solution method exists in the
literature for the blocking probabilities in asynchronous
OBS nodes supporting FDLs, and therefore we suggest
the use of off-line simulation in the latter scenario to
compute the EC of FDL-capable optical links. The
optical link model using PWC and FDLs that we use
in our simulation studies is depicted in Fig. 1. We note,
however, that the EC for more general OBS nodes with
more sophisticated architectures can still be calculated
using off-line simulations, although such a detailed
analysis is outside the scope of the current paper.
2.2. D-ABR protocol
The feedback mechanism is key for our congestion
avoidance and service differentiation architecture. Our
goal is to provide flow control so as to keep burst
losses at a minimum, but also to emulate strict priority
queueing through the OBS domain. For this purpose, we
propose that a feedback mechanism similar to the ABR
service category in ATM networks is to be used in OBS
networks as well [23].
In ATM Explicit Rate (ER) ABR, for a bidirectional
Virtual Circuit (VC) an RM cell is sent by the source
towards the destination after the transmission of a
configurable number of data packets. The RM cell is
then returned back upon its arrival at the destination
ATM switch. RM cells have an ER field that is written
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by the ATM switches to provide feedback to the sources
on the reverse path of the RM cells. The ER field
is indicative of the rate at which the corresponding
data cells can be injected into the network. The
sources monitor the returning RM cells and adjust their
transmission rates according to the ER information in
the RM cells. There are a number of proposals for
ATM switches to carry out ER calculations; see, for
example, the references for existing ABR rate control
algorithms [24–26]. In this paper, we choose to test the
basic ERICA (Explicit Rate Indication for Congestion
Avoidance) algorithm due to its simplicity, fairness,
and rapid transient performance [19]. Another reason
behind the choice of the basic ERICA algorithm is that it
does not use the queue length information as other ABR
rate control algorithms do, but this feature turns out to
be very convenient for OBS networks with either very
limited queueing capabilities (i.e., a limited number of
FDLs) or none at all. We leave a more detailed study
of rate control algorithms for OBS networks for future
work, and we now outline the basic ERICA algorithm
and describe our modification to this algorithm next in
order to mimic the behaviour of strict priority queueing.
In basic ERICA, at the end of an averaging interval
the ATM switch monitors the load for a given link and
determines the load factor, the available capacity, and
the number of currently active VCs. The load factor
is calculated as the ratio of the measured input rate
during the averaging interval to the target capacity of
the output link, while the latter is the product of the
link bandwidth and a target utilization parameter that
is chosen to be a fraction of one, e.g., 0.95. A large load
factor indicates excessive congestion and a low value
implies link underutilization. The goal of the switch is
to maintain the network at a unit load factor. Moreover,
the fair share of each VC is found by dividing the link
capacity by the number of active VCs. On the arrival
of a forward RM cell, each VC’s Current Cell Rate(CCR) is updated on the basis of the current cell rate
field information. On the other hand, upon the arrival
of a backward RM cell for a certain VC, the switch
calculates the ER of that VC by taking the maximum
of the fair share and the current cell rate divided by
the load factor. This calculated ER is inserted in the
ER field of the backward RM cell if it is less than the
ER value in the RM cell. This proposed way of ER
calculation is known to lead to an efficient and fair
operating point in a simple way, although improvements
for this basic scheme are proposed in [19]. We also note
that a priori information on propagation delays is not
made use of to potentially improve performance in basic
ERICA; such more advanced mechanisms for feedback-
based rate control are beyond the scope of the current
work. The pseudo-code for the basic ERICA algorithm
is given in Fig. 2.
In our proposed feedback architecture for OBS
networks, the ingress edge node of the bidirectional
VL periodically sends RM packets with a period T , in
addition to the BCPs, through the control channel. As
in ATM ABR, these RM packets are returned back by
the egress node to the ingress node using the same route
due to the way VLs are established. The central idea
behind the basic ERICA algorithm is to simultaneously
achieve fairness and high utilization, whereas with
our proposed modification we also attempt to provide
isolation between HP and LP traffic. The pseudo-code
for our proposed ERICA-based algorithm is given in
Fig. 3. RM packets in this proposed architecture have
two separate explicit rate fields for HP and LP traffic,
namely HP-ER and LP-ER, respectively. We define an
averaging interval of length Ta and an ERICA module
for each OBS link. The ERICA module maintains
two counters to calculate the HP and LP input bit
rates, namely HP Input Rate and LP Input Rate,
respectively, using the burst length information in the
corresponding BCPs. The HP Capacity is set to the
Target Utilization times the EC of the OBS link
and the LP Capacity is set to HP Capacityminus the
HP Input Rate, since the EC of the OBS link is the
capacity that the HP traffic can use to achieve a desired
burst blocking probability, and the remaining capacity
is then to be used for LP traffic. The fair shares for each
class, namely HP Fair Share and LP Fair Share,
are then calculated as the ratio of the corresponding
capacities to the number of VLs that had sent at least one
burst in the corresponding class during the averaging
interval. Moreover, for each VL we keep track of two
quantities HP-CBR[VL] and LP-CBR[VL] to denote the
Current Bit Rate (CBR) for HP and LP traffic via
counting the number of received HP and LP bits for
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node during the averaging interval. On the arrival of
a backward RM cell for a given VL, the OBS node
calculates the explicit rates for the HP and LP traffic,
namely HP-ER[VL] and LP-ER[VL], respectively, and
these values are insterted in the backward RM packet
if they are less than the HP-ER and LP-ER values in
the backward RM packet. To avoid transient overloads,
we adopt the explicit rate calculation mechanism (see
Fig. 3) based on [19]. When a backward RM packet
arrives back at the originating OBS ingress node,
the node calculates the Permitted Bit Rates (PBR),
namely HP-PBR[VL] and LP-PBR[VL], to determine
the allowable rates at which bursts of type HP and LP,
respectively, can be sent towards the OBS network over
the specified VL. The PBR calculation policy uses a
multiplicative increase scheme using the parameter RIF
(Rate Increase Factor) which conservatively updates the
corresponding PBR in case of an abrupt increase in the
available bandwidth with a choice of RIF < 1. On the
other hand, if there is a drop in the available bandwidth,then in this study we suggest that the response to this
drop should be rapid.
We use the term Differentiated ABR (D-ABR)
to refer to the architecture proposed in this study
that controls the rate of injection of HP and LP
traffic towards the OBS network. The distributed
D-ABR protocol that we propose distributes the
effective capacity of optical links to HP traffic first using
max–min fair allocation, and the remaining capacity is
then used by LP traffic, still using the same allocation
principles; see the definition of max–min fairness and
algorithms to find max–min fair allocations in [27].
2.3. Edge scheduler
An ingress edge node maintains two queues, namely
the HP and LP queues, on a per-egress basis. Since
there are multiple egress edge nodes per ingress, a
scheduler at the ingress edge node is needed to arbitrate
among all per-egress queue pairs while obeying the
rate constraints instructed by the PBR values that are
described in the previous subsection. The ingress node
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structure is presented in Fig. 4 for the special case of
a single egress (i.e., single VL). In this case, there are
two buckets of size B bytes for HP and LP traffic,
which are used for controlling the traffic injection rates.
The HP (LP) bucket continuously fills with credits at
a rate of HP-PBR (LP-PBR). Let Lh and Ll denote
the length of the burst at the head of the HP queue
and that of the LP queue, respectively. Occupancy of
the HP bucket greater than Lh bytes implies sufficient
credits and, upon the availability of a free wavelength
channel, this HP burst can be transmitted using one of
the M tuneable lasers while draining Lh bytes from
the bucket. If either the HP queue is empty or if there
are not enough credits for the HP burst at the head of
the HP queue, then the LP bucket is checked against
Ll bytes to decide if the burst at the head of the
LP queue can be transmitted. If either there are no
waiting bursts or neither of the credits suffices to make
a transmission, then the edge scheduler goes into a wait
state until a new burst arrival, a sufficient bucket fill,
or the arrival of a backward RM packet. In the case
of multiple (say E) egress edge nodes, the E HP per-
egress queues are first checked on a round-robin basis to
see if their corresponding buckets have enough credits
for potential transmission. After the transmission of all
rate-compliant HP bursts, if there are still unused
wavelength channels then the E LP per-egress queues
are served again on a round-robin basis and by
monitoring the corresponding bucket occupancies. For
details on the scheduler implementation, we refer the
reader to [28].
3. Numerical results
In this paper, we have implemented an event-based
simulator in our simulations using the C++ program-
ming language to study the effectiveness of the D-ABR
protocol. In the first example, we use an OBS multi-
plexing scenario for proof-of-concept purposes. In thesecond example, we study a more general topology, the
so-called Generic Fairness Configuration-1 (GFC-1),
which was proposed in [29] to test the max–min
fair allocation capabilities of distributed rate control al-
gorithms. In the final example, we also take into consid-
eration the effects of bursty traffic and electronic buffers
at the edge, so as to compare the performance of D-
ABR against conventional un-controlled OBS. In this
paper, we choose to present the service differentiation
capability of the proposed architecture without giving
comparisons with other QoS schemes proposed for OBS
networks. Our proposed approach achieves service diff-
entiation without having to use large offset times like in
the offset-based service differentiation, which is an ad-
vantage. However, it is very well known that feedback
control protocols react within a few round trip times
and, if the traffic mix changes abruptly, then it is not
possible to provide perfect isolation between different
traffic classes for such short periods of time, i.e., within
a few round trip times. In such cases, open-loop tech-
niques such as offset-based service differentiation may
be expected to perform better. A comparison of open-
loop and closed-loop techniques in the context of ser-
vice differentiation for a wide range of traffic scenarios
is left for future research.
3.1. OBS multiplexer
We study the D-ABR protocol for the simulation
topology depicted in Fig. 5. All the links are assumed to
have the same propagation delay D. In this study, there
are 25 ingress nodes and one single egress node, thus
representing an OBS multiplexing system. Each of the
fibers has K = 100 wavelength channels. The capacity
c of each channel is assumed to be 10 Gb/s. The burst
lengths are exponentially distributed with mean 20 kB.
We set all the HP and LP bucket sizes to B = 2 MB
and all the HP and LP queues maintained at the ingress
nodes are assumed to have infinite storage capacity. The
RM cells are sent every T = Ta s. The rate increase
factor RIF is set to 1/16. Each of the ingress nodes is
connected to the single OBS core node using M = 4
tuneable lasers. Traffic sources are classified into five
classes, each comprising five ingress nodes where the
HP and LP Poisson burst arrival rates are identical
within a class. We also vary the traffic demands for
each class in Gb/s in time, as given in Table 1. For
comparison purposes, we tested four different scenarios,
which are described in Table 2. In scenarios A and B,
we use EC = 700 Gb/s, which is shown to ensure
Ploss ≈ 3.2 × 10−5 by off-line simulations for an OBS
link with L = 15 FDLs and W = 20 TWCs. In scenario
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The burst arrival rates for HP and LP traffic, in Gb/s, for the five traffic classes
0 ≤ t < 150 s 150 s ≤ t < 300 s 300 s ≤ t < 450 s
HP rate LP rate HP rate LP rate HP rate LP rate
Class 1 35 20 35 20 15 20
Class 2 15 5 20 5 20 5
Class 3 18 0 35 0 25 0
Class 4 12 30 12 30 10 30
Class 5 0 25 0 25 0 25Table 2
Four different simulation scenarios for the OBS multiplexer example
Scenario
A B C D
D (ms) 2 20 2 2
Ta (s) 0.1 1 0.1 0.1
W (# converters) 20 20 20 50
L (# FDLs) 15 15 15 0
EC(Gb/s) 700 700 665 500
C, we employ Target Utilization = 0.95, so we
set EC = 700∗0.95 = 665 Gb/s to further reduce burst
losses. We use EC = 500 Gb/s in the final scenario
D (i.e., 50 TWCs and no FDLs) and this choice of EC
yields Ploss ≈ 1.8 × 10−4 on the basis of the numerical
algorithm presented in [5].
First we study the total number of bursts (HP or
LP) dropped in time (0, t) for the four scenarios A–D
in Fig. 6. The best performance in terms of dropping
rate is achieved with Scenario C, but at the expense of
a reduction in throughput, since the EC of the OBS
node is set such that the load on the node is lighter.
The burst drop rate is generally constant in all the
scenarios except for t = 150 s, when there is an
abrupt rise in the overall traffic demand. This event is
followed by a substantial number of blocked bursts,and the blocking performance immediately improves
once the D-ABR protocol reaches the steady-state.
Since the traffic demand decreases at t = 300 s, we
do not see any additional burst drops due to traffic
change at this instant. We monitor Ploss in the interval
160 s < t ≤ 450 s (i.e., in the steady-state) and
these steady-state blocking probabilities are also shown
in Fig. 6. The steady-state measured burst blocking
probabilities in Scenarios A and B (Ploss = 8.4 × 10−6
and 7.9 × 10−6, respectively) are less than the desired
blocking probability for which the EC was set (i.e.,
we recall the desired Ploss ≈ 3.2 × 10−5). Similar
results also hold for Scenario D. The provisioned burst
blocking probability was obtained using the Poisson
arrival assumption but, with the D-ABR burst shaping
protocol, the burst arrival process becomes more regular
than Poisson, thus reducing the Coefficient of Variation
(CoV) of the arrival process. Such a reduced CoV has
an improving effect on burst blocking performance [5]
for independent and identically distributed (iid) burst
interarrivals, and therefore the results are in accordance
with [5]. For iid burst interarrivals, we conjecture that
the provisioned QoS under the Poisson assumption
provides a lower bound on the measured steady-state
blocking performance. Moreover, Scenarios A and
B differ from each other in the link delays, which
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change at t = 300 s in terms of the throughput of Class 4 LP
traffic. The solid curve is for Scenario B and the dotted curve is for
Scenario A.
does not seem to have much of an impact on the
steady-state blocking probability. However, the D-ABR
algorithm performance at the instant of abrupt changes
(i.e., t = 150 s or t = 300 s) is significantly better
for Scenario A than for Scenario B; note the number
of burst drops that take place at t = 150 s for these
scenarios. The settling time is defined as the time it takesto reach a steady-state in control systems terminology.
The RTT (Round Trip Time) is the time delay of the
system, which also increases the settling time of the
control system. The RTT in Scenario A is much less
than that of Scenario B, which explains the difference
in the transient response of these two scenarios. As an
example, the effective bit rate of LP traffic for Class 4 is
depicted before and after t = 300 s in Fig. 7. Scenario
A, which has a smaller RTT and therefore a smaller
ERICA averaging interval Ta , reaches the steady-state
much faster than Scenario B.
We also study the service differentiation aspect
with the OBS multiplexer example. The HP and
LP smoothed throughputs are depicted in Fig. 8 for
Scenario D, for which the solid (dotted) line is used
to denote HP (LP) throughput. The results demonstrate
that the effective capacity of the optical link at the OBS
node is distributed using prioritized max–min fair share;
we refer to [27] for a max–min fair share calculation
algorithm. To show this, we focus on the time interval
0 s ≤ t < 150 s as an example. In this time interval, the
aggregate HP demand is 400 Gb/s ≤ EC = 500 Gb/s,
therefore the max–min share vector for HP traffic, in
Gb/s, is (35, 15, 18, 12, 0), where the i th entry of this
vector represents the HP throughput of the i th class
VLs. If the remaining capacity EC − 400 Gb/s =
100 Gb/s is allocated to LP traffic on a max–min fair
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Fig. 9. Generic Fairness Configuration 1 (GFC-1) simulation topology.share basis, then the max–min fair share vector for
LP traffic is found to be (5, 5, 0, 5, 5). Fig. 8 reveals
that the max–min fair shares are attainable using the
distributed D-ABR protocol proposed in this paper. One
can show that this argument is also valid for the other
time intervals and scenarios.
3.2. Generic fairness configuration
In this subsection, we use the GFC-1 topology [29].
GFC-1, depicted in Fig. 9, is a five-switch parking lot
configuration with multiple bottlenecks and is used to
test the max–min fairness feature of the algorithm. In
this network configuration, there are six sources with
multiple VLs: A, B, and C with three VLs, D and E
with six VLs, and finally F with two VLs. As before,
each VL carries both HP and LP traffic.
All the links in the given topology are assumed
to have the same delay D = 2 ms. We assumeK = 100 wavelength channels and W = 50 and
L = 0 for each link. We assume the capacity c of
each channel to be 9.32 Gb/s and the burst lengths
to be exponentially distributed with mean 20 kB. The
target link load for a burst blocking probability of 10−3
is calculated using the numerical algorithm in [5] as
0.536, which results in an effective capacity EC of
100 ∗ 9.2 Gb/s ∗ 0.536 = 500 Gb/s for all the optical
links. Each of the ingress nodes is connected to one
single OBS core node using M = K = 100 tuneable
lasers, which enables the sources to use the full capacity
of their access links. The averaging interval Ta and
the period T of RM packets are both set to 1 ms.
The bucket sizes denoted by B are all set to 250 kB,
and the RIF is set to 1/16. The VL burst arrivals are
Poisson, as in the previous example. We study two
different simulation scenarios for this topology, namely
scenarios A and B. The traffic demands, the ideal
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The traffic demands, the ideal max–min fair allocations based on the traffic demands, and the D-ABR results obtained via simulations, all in Gb/s,
for the simulation scenario A
VL High priority Low priority
Traffic demand Ideal fair share Simulation results Traffic demand Ideal fair share Simulation results
A (x 3) 25 25 25.10 50 11.11 11.47
B (x 3) 16.67 16.67 16.68 50 22.22 23.02
C (x 3) 25 25 25.01 100 66.67 65.85
D (x 6) 54.17 54.17 54.25 50 11.11 11.29
E (x 6) 41.67 41.67 41.56 50 22.22 22.47
F (x 2) 37.50 37.50 37.39 125 100 98.64
Table 4
The traffic demands, the ideal max–min fair allocations based on the traffic demands, and the D-ABR results obtained via simulations, all in Gb/s,
for the simulation scenario B
VL High priority Low priority
Traffic demand Ideal fair share Simulation results Traffic demand Ideal fair share Simulation results
A (x 3) 25 25 25.05 50 22.22 22.41
B (x 3) 16.67 16.67 16.61 50 22.22 22.44
C (x 3) 58.33 58.33 58.24 100 22.22 22.77
D (x 6) 20.83 20.83 20.83 50 38.89 39.08
E (x 6) 25 25 24.92 50 38.89 38.23
F (x 2) 87.50 87.50 87.50 125 33.33 32.85
Table 5
Link burst blocking probabilities for both simulation scenarios A
and B
Link Burst blocking probability
Scenario A Scenario B
L1 4.77 × 10−6 2.73 × 10−6
L2 8.19 × 10−5 2.06 × 10−4
L3 1.84 × 10−4 4.51 × 10−4
L4 6.67 × 10−6 3.32 × 10−6
Fig. 10. The two-switch topology to be used for analyzing the effect
of bursty traffic on D-ABR performance.
3.3. Bursty trafficmax–min fair allocations, and the simulation results
obtained using six seconds of simulation runtime are
reported for these two scenarios in Tables 3 and 4.
Our simulation results clearly demonstrate that the
proposed algorithm D-ABR achieves differentiation
among HP and LP traffic, and distributes the remaining
capacity from HP traffic on a max–min fair share basis
among LP flows. The small difference between the
simulation results and ideal max–min fair shares can be
explained by the stochastic nature of the burst arrival
processes. Finally, Table 5 provides the burst blocking
probabilities on links L1, . . . , L4. We observe that the
steady-state measured burst blocking probabilities in
both simulation scenarios and on all links are less than
the desired blocking probability for which the EC was
set (i.e., we recall the desired Ploss ≈ 10−3).In this example, we use the two-switch topology in
Fig. 10 with two ingress and two egress nodes, and
a VL is established between each ingress-egress pair,
which amounts to four VLs being multiplexed over
the single bottleneck OBS link. All the parameters
are the same as in the previous example, except that
c = 2.5 Gb/s and the corresponding EC = 100 ∗
2.5 Gb/s ∗ 0.536 = 134 Gb/s for the bottleneck OBS
link. For this numerical example, the per-egress HP and
LP queues are assumed to have finite storage capacity
and are all set to 125 MB, and burst drops at these
queues are also taken into account. The HP traffic for
each VL is Poisson with rate 8.5 Gb/s, which amounts
to an overall HP demand of 34 Gb/s on the bottleneck
link. The remaining 100 Gb/s capacity is then to be
shared among the LP traffic. We assume that the LP
sources are bursty HIGH–LOW sources and that they
emit Poissonian bursty traffic with rates λ0 + λ and
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where the HIGH and LOW times are identical
and deterministic and set to 100 ms. We also set
λ0 = 25 Gb/s. We assume the worst-case scenario
in which all the LP sources are synchronized, i.e., the
transition times of each source to HIGH and LOW states
are identical. We vary the burstiness parameter λ and
observe its impact on the performance on end-to-end
burst blocking, taking into consideration the burst losses
at the edge queues as well as the OBS bottleneck link.
We note that the λ = 0 case reduces to the non-
bursty Poissonian case, whereas increasing λ implies
increased burstiness. Fig. 11 demonstrates the overall
gain in terms of end-to-end blocking probabilities
as a function of λ in rate-controlled OBS using
D-ABR over conventional OBS without flow control.
This blocking gain first rises with increasing λ and
makes a peak at around λ = 7.5 Gb/s with a gain
of around 100. The gain then gradually drops to about
unity with further increases in λ. For small λ, the
traffic is not bursty and the traffic demand matches
the EC of the bottleneck link, therefore the differences
between the rate-controlled and uncontrolled OBS are
minor. With increasing λ, epochs of overload begin to
arise in which the excess traffic is handled by electronic
queueing at the edges. This functionality of edge queues
results in a dramatic blocking gain in this regime.
However, beyond a certain value of λ, the storage
capacity of the edge queues fails to absorb all the excess
traffic, which in turn steers the gain curve to unity.
By increasing queue capacities at the edge node, one
can further reduce the burst blocking probabilities in
rate-controlled OBS, but at the expense of increasing
end-to-end delays. The service differentiation aspect for
bursty traffic is provided in Fig. 12 in terms of the burst
blocking probability as a function of λ. There is an
initial drop in the burst blocking probability for small
values of the burstiness parameter λ for both classes.
We explain this phenomenon with the reduced CoV
of the arrival process towards the OBS network when
D-ABR takes action. However, this advantage starts to
disappear when losses at the edge queues begin to occur
with increased λ. The blocking probabilities for HP
traffic are generally less than 10−3, for which the EC
was adjusted, but this blocking rate is not achievable
for very bursty sources (e.g., λ = 25 Gb/s). This
observation leads us to believe that the Poisson traffic
assumption might be optimistic for very bursty traffic,
and there might be a need to refine EC calculations for
such bursty demands.Fig. 11. The overall gain in terms of end-to-end blocking probabilities
as a function of λ in rate-controlled OBS using D-ABR over
conventional OBS without flow control.
Fig. 12. Burst blocking probabilities as a function of λ for HP and
LP traffic for rate-controlled OBS using D-ABR.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we study a new control-plane protocol,
called Differentiated ABR (D-ABR), for congestion
avoidance and service differentiation in OBS networks.
For non-bursty traffic, we show, using simulations, that
the optical network can be designed to work at any
desired burst blocking probability by the flow control
service of the proposed D-ABR protocol. The proposed
architecture moves congestion away from the OBS
domain to the edges of the network, where buffer
management is far easier and less costly. Consequently,
the need for expensive contention resolution elements
like TWCs and/or sophisticated FDL structures can be
reduced by incorporating D-ABR in the control plane.
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priority and low-priority traffic throughout the OBS
domain. For this purpose, we introduce the concept of
prioritized max–min fair allocation for OBS networks
and, through a number of simulations, we show that
prioritized max–min fair shares are achievable by
D-ABR deployment in OBS networks. This feature of
D-ABR can help operators to extend their existing strict
priority-based service differentiation policies to OBS
domains. The benefits in using rate-controlled OBS
remain to be seen in the case of more realistic traffic
models and, more specifically, TCP traffic, which is left
for future research.
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